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FOUNDER’S STATEMENT
2019 has been a great year for Bags
of Taste. It started with an award
from the Queen – I was granted a
British Empire Medal on the New
Year’s Honours List – and the citation
was clearly for my work with Bags
of Taste. This would not have been
possible without my colleagues and
the 400-strong army of volunteers
we have, many of whom are ex
participants, working hard to make
BoT the success that it is, so the
award is for all of us.
After 4 years of practical experience
on the ground, we have had the time
to consolidate what we have learned.
It’s been evident for some time that
the issues we have been dealing with
are not primarily a lack of skills. Most
of the people coming to us can already
cook, but just aren’t, or are cooking the
wrong things. Our work focuses around
the broader issues that our participants
face, which together serve to reduce
their motivation to cook. These issues
can be loosely grouped into economic
(cost, risk of waste), psychological
(confidence, mental health), structural
(food access, takeaway density) and
practical (skills, equipment).

We have worked hard to explain
this more clearly, which has reaped
rewards too – this year we won the
UK Food and Drink Federation’s
(the industry body) Best Community
Partner award, and the global .ORG
Innovator of the Year award, as
well as being runner up again in
the Observer Food Magazine’s Best
Ethical Food Project. It’s not just
awards – we are advising DEFRA, for
the National Food Strategy, on the
impact higher food prices will have
on those who are struggling with
food costs. We are increasingly seen
as leaders in our field, and of that I
am very proud.
Alicia Weston
BEM FRSA, Founder & CEO

Bags of Taste was such a fantastic course. I learnt so much
about where to budget shop locally and got some absolutely
great tips, especially how to properly chop an onion and the
super saving ginger peeling tip! I had so much fun replicating
the dishes we learnt at home and was so proud of my certificate
of completion that I framed it Thank you to Savannah and all
the fab volunteers and new friends I made. Forever grateful.

FROM POOR DIETS TO RICHER LIVES
We believe everyone should be able to afford good food, that doesn’t make them sick.
People in poverty have the poorest diets, often characterised by high consumption of
highly processed, “fast” and fatty foods, low in vegetables and nutrients. This leads them
to get sicker and die younger than the rest of the population. This is food poverty, and
its effects on health, mental health and finances can keep people trapped in poverty.
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The reasons for this poor diet are not
as simple as people generally believe.
People often believe that either people
in poverty either need to learn to cook,
or are “too lazy to cook”. In reality,
research shows that people in poverty
are no worse, or better, than the rest of
the population at cooking. So this does
not explain their significantly worse
diet. The explanation lies elsewhere.
I’ve never cooked for myself and
have always relied on takeaways
and ready meals, my doctor told
me I had to change. After coming
to Bags of Taste, I have cooked
everyday for myself and realised
its not so hard. I feel better, have
more energy and trying things
I never thought I would!
I really enjoyed the classes.
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[I have learned] healthy eating
using less money on food
and bills.
I have learnt to prepare
quality good foods that are
rated in 5* hotels.

People in poverty experience a wide
range of barriers to improving their
diets that are largely to do with poverty.
They have limited access to resources
(information and money in particular)
which provide a constant challenge in
their lives. Faced with this enormous
burden of extra barriers that are not
faced by the rest of the population, it is
not surprising that they fail to improve
their diets. It’s not that they’re
“too lazy”, it’s that it is much harder for
them than for others.

As the following chart shows, the barriers to improving diets for those in poverty
range from economic to psychological, structural and practical. The traditional
practical skills based approach (“teach them to cook”) to the problem tackles only a
small part of the issue; to facilitate change it is vital to address all of these barriers
together, making the change as frictionless as possible for our participants.

WHAT ARE THE BARRIERS TO COOKING FOR PEOPLE
IN FOOD POVERTY ?
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Barriers disproportionately affecting people in poverty are shown in black & red. All aspects of cost are
exacerbated by the Poverty Premium in which people in poverty pay more to access goods & services.
Academic research suggests that people in poverty have lower self esteem and poorer mental
health, as well as greater social isolation.
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Bags of Taste works with some of the most vulnerable people in our society to help
them improve their own diets. The people we work with are largely referred; they
may be recovering from addiction, living in hostels, disabled, either physically or
mentally, suffering from mental health issues, elderly or socially isolated.
My children enjoyed a few of the meals we have done at the
classes and now buy more veg and have showed my partner
some of recipes and she now trys them.

Bags of Taste addresses all the barriers to food poverty in a seamless intervention. We:
1.	Reach people with limited interest in improving their diets: Do direct outreach &
work with others to reach vulnerable & socially isolated participants, who may have
little interest in improving their diets – they are the ones we most want to reach.
2.	Improve Diets & Health: all our food is nutritious & high in vegetables, but
masquerade as takeaway style recipes that appeal to participants, enticing them
to join in our free sessions for the free meal.
3.	Feed Communities: Peer mentors help participants to cook a free & fun
community meal combating social isolation and building community
4.	Develop Motivation & Skills: work with vulnerable people facing food poverty to ensure
they have the motivation, confidence and skills to eat well for less than £1 a portion
5.	Provide short Term Food Access: Assemble & provide a locally sourced
ingredients bag that facilitates transition to cooking at home and allows
participants to put into practice what they have learnt, reinforcing learning,
building confidence and feeding friends and families.
6.	Facilitate long Term Food Access: Ensure all participants have local food
sourcing information for every ingredient they have learnt to use so that they
can continue to cook for £1 a portion on their own.
7.	Reduce Poverty: participants make their money go further & save on takeaways.
8.	Drive Volunteering: Build large volunteering communities who become peer mentors
9.	Provide heavily discounted equipment: available to participants to purchase
Key to our intervention is the ability for our participants to go home with locally sourced
ingredients bags and cook what they learned in the class for family and friends.
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TANGIBLE IMPACTS
SUSTAIN CHANGE

40% more veg
85% less takeaways

54%

reported
improved health

To take the bag home and just have everything
there, ready, simplifies things and gives you the
opportunity to cook the things you already cooked
on the course cheaply and conveniently

We have found that it is the simple act of cooking at home that starts the cycles of
change and sustains change over the long term, as participants experience the benefits
of home cooking for themselves. However, to ensure that participants are prepared
to invest their own money in an ingredients bag, a significant amount of research into
food access has to take place, bags need to be made, and then intensive confidence
building and peer mentoring is needed. This is what differentiates our programme.

PARTICIPANTS OF BAGS OF TASTE – BY THE END OF
THE COURSE

	Cooked a recipe again after
course (with ingredients bag), then
a second time by buying own
ingredients
	Cooked at least 2 recipes again after
the course (with ingredients bag)
	Haven’t cooked any recipes again

I now enjoy cooking much more than before. I know
more products and have discovered some recipes
that I know I will cook often and recommend. This
course is such a great project...

A great impact. Learnt cooking tips and new recipes. A
very enjoyable and necessary course . The course is really
needed in communities especially with people living busy
lives. Recipes were quick and easy to cook.
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Got me to forget about my self harm, death and
stop thinking too much. Stress goes for a while.
[I have learned] The gradual feel of confidence in coming on my own.
Having more skills. This course helped me with my confidence and I really
enjoyed meeting new people. I suffer anxiety so I’m really proud of myself
for sticking to the full four sessions.
I enjoyed the course. I feel much more confident to meet people and talk
to them. I have learnt new cooking skills and
I understand how to eat healthy. Thank you
Did try cooking at home with ingredients and recipes from course –
was “Chuffed” with results – which has given me the confidence to try
more – and turn it into a daily habit
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